Welcome to the Workshop on Information Integration on the Web (IIWeb’09), organized in conjunction with IJCAI-07, at Pasadena, California, USA on 11th July, 2009. The theme of the workshop is “Data Issues in Services and Service Integration”.

Information Integration on the Web

The explosive growth of the World Wide Web has amassed a huge number of information sources on the Internet with unprecedented potential for information access. Information originating from different sources needs to be integrated in order to gain full advantage of having that information available. Information integration techniques enable the interaction between users and data sources through a centralized access point and uniform query interfaces that give users the illusion of querying a homogeneous system.

Along with the growth of the World Wide Web, there has been phenomenal growth of the Internet as the medium to deliver services. Services in this context span a wide range: business processes (e.g., like call center) of organizations being outsourced, to applications made available as per Service Oriented Architecture which can be readily composed by 3rd party, to infrastructure services where IT resources is made available on-demand (e.g., cloud computing). Services are driven by information and increasingly, both of them are distributed. The data challenges in Services that a service provider faces stem from the fact that although service and information needs of different customer engagements are broadly similar, yet they are presently recorded and managed differently. The economies of scale and reuse will come from organizing information in some uniform way, yet there are customer sensitivities about data (e.g., privacy and regulation) that must be tackled. The magnitude of data involved could also be enormous. For the customers, the data challenges stem from their need to bring efficiency to operations, yet control their differentiation from their competition and meet all the regulatory requirements. We can clearly see the connections to problems of interest to the IIWeb community.

Aim of the Workshop

This workshop, seventh in the IIWeb series, is focused on making the research in information integration on the web more relevant to the challenges in services. The workshop will continue its traditional themes of interest, namely integration architectures, information extraction, web object extraction, record linkage, named entity extraction, source meta-data learning, query execution and optimization. However, we will give special emphasis to how this can be applied to services and service integration. After information is extracted and integrated, how should it be organized? How can we build or exploit models, taxonomies or ontologies; trust models for information on the web, service specification in multi-model environment, searching for services, impact of data changes on composition and runtime adaptation, scale-up of methods to web levels.

The workshop will provide a platform to discuss research directions, share experience and insights from both academia and industry. The anticipated outcome of the workshop is to assess the state of the art in the area, as well as to identify critical next steps to pursue in this topic. As
information integration and services is interdisciplinary in nature, its researchers have spanned the related areas of data mining, machine learning, databases, information retrieval, semantic Web, Web services, and others.

There are 6 papers selected for full presentation and 4 for short presentation. We hope you enjoy the workshop.
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History of the Workshop

IIWeb-09 will follow the tradition established by the following six workshops, each having a different focus theme each time and held at premier venues across related communities.

- **Intelligent Information Integration (III 99)**, held at **IJCAI 1999** Co-chairs: D. Fensel, C.A. Knoblock, N. Kushmerick and M.C. Rousset
  URL: [http://www.sigmod.org/dblp/db/conf/ijcai/ijcai99iii.html](http://www.sigmod.org/dblp/db/conf/ijcai/ijcai99iii.html)

- **AI and Information Integration**, held at **AAAI 1998** Co-chairs: Craig Knoblock and Alon Levy

- **IIWeb 2003**, held at **IJCAI 2003**, received 40 submissions (33 accepted), attracted 45 attendees. Co-chairs: Craig Knoblock and Subbarao Kambhampati,
  URL: [http://www.isi.edu/info-agents/workshops/ijcai03/iiweb.html](http://www.isi.edu/info-agents/workshops/ijcai03/iiweb.html)

  URL: [http://cips.eas.asu.edu/iiweb.htm](http://cips.eas.asu.edu/iiweb.htm)

- **IIWeb 2006**, held at **WWW 2006**. Co-chairs: Kevin Chang and Avigdor Gal

  URL: [http://research.microsoft.com/users/znie/IIWeb07/](http://research.microsoft.com/users/znie/IIWeb07/)
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